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Diversity: Instrument of Innovation

At Raytheon, increasing diversity is a natural outgrowth 

and an important instrument of competitive advantage. 

At every level, we strive to create an atmosphere in which 

people feel valued and empowered to perform at their 

family history or physical condition. We believe that 

our inclusive culture is a key factor in our ability to 

retain and attract the best talent. Our objective is not 

just to accept our differences, but to make sure everyone 

understands the value of our differences.

We use the Diversity Wheel to symbolize the breadth 

of the qualities that make our culture vibrant and 

distinctive. By embracing and drawing on our 

differences, we encourage innovative thinking and

create a broader foundation for future growth. 

 

generation of resources and tools to support the 

integration of diversity and leadership competencies 

throughout the company. As part of that release, 

we launched a new diversity intranet and 

 

communication programs. 

We also introduced a national advertising campaign 

portraying Raytheon’s commitment to diversity. 

Each ad in the campaign shows Raytheon employees 

in a real-life situation where diversity enriches their 

perspective and sparks innovative thinking. The 

campaign appears in a range of top-tier business, 

minority and engineering publications.

Even more important, we continued to make progress 

number of women in our leadership ranks has increased 

targets in under-represented groups with respect to 

both new college graduates and professional hires. 

 

our concept of stewardship.

Raytheon has also worked diligently to increase the 

ranks of its diverse suppliers. We have sought to enhance 

opportunities for service-disabled, small-, minority-, 

Raytheon’s purchases from service-disabled businesses 

 

purchases from veteran-owned businesses totaled 

 

Raytheon strengthens its access to the widest possible 

range of resources to meet customer needs. 
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Journey Milestones: Our Diversity Journey Is Gaining Momentum
Diversity 7.0 marks a current milestone on the journey toward our desired state. It signals the  
evolution and progress of the events and actions that have generated our current momentum.

– Diversity recognized  
 as Company Priority
– Diversity defined
– Diversity Vision
 articulated
– Office of Diversity
 established
– Diversity Council  
 created
– Employee  
 Networks formed
– Diversity Wheel
 developed

– Mentoring
 website launched
– Diversity website
 launched
– Learning Strategy
 developed
– Diversity included
 in Employee
 Opinion Survey

– First Women’s
 Forum
– First Diversity
 Forum
– First Diversity
 Year-End Outbrief

– Human Rights
 Campaign submittal
– External Media
 focus and outreach
– Branding positioned
– Supplier Diversity
 initiated

– Chief Diversity Officer  
 hired
– Executive Diversity
 Leadership Team
 established
– New Strategy and Vision
 created
– Diversity Compass  
 developed
– Integrated Diversity  
 Action Plans initiated
– Respect defined

– Enterprise-wide Communication expanded
– Key Messages defined
– New Tools and Resources developed
– Diversity Core Competencies integrated   
 with Leadership Competencies
– Information and Education increased
– Diversity intranet created:    
 homenet.ray.com/diversity

Our Momentum Doesn’t Stop Here
Fostering diversity is an ongoing endeavor that 
will continue to benefit Raytheon – and deliver 
even more innovative solutions for our customers 
– as we continue our journey moving towards 
Diversity 8.0 and beyond.

– Diversity included in  
 Leadership Competency
 Model
– EEO Policy revised to  
 include Sexual  
 Orientation
– Awards and Recognition
 formalized
– Expanded growth of
 Employee Resource  
 Groups (ERG)
– Benefits for Domestic  
 Partners established
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can do with math and science. Studies show that many students lose interest in math in middle school, 

a dangerous trend for our nation’s economy. In the last two years, Raytheon has invested more than 
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